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Validation of CISM within CESM

Verification and Auto-Testing
With the development of multiple dycores and multiple new feautures and parameter settings, a
robust testing and verification software and automated regression testing system has been developed.
The existing suite of test cases are being combined into a collection of cases to be run automatically
using a python -based extensble software package that comes with the CESM code. It is designed for
easy use and extension to aid in the maintenance the original glide dycore and development of the
new FELIX and BISICLES dycores.

Performance V&V
We have created a capability in LIVV to provide information to model developers as to whether
new model features (1) introduce undesirable convergence or performance issues that affect
model solution time and robustness (verification of performance) and/or (2) provide acceptable
simulation value for the additional expense (pLIVV). Performance benchmarks that account for
machine variability are provided and deviations from the min/max values are highlighted to
uncover issues with simulation at scale.

The novelty of continental scale ice sheet modeling with fully coupled climate
models along with the paucity of remote and in-situ datasets of ice sheets has
prevented comprehensive model validation to date. LIVV is being extended to
include a suite of plots and tables of key parameters from CISM runs, with some
CESM parameters as well to monitor the boundary forcing data. The initial plots
for variables such as ice sheet coverage, reference height T, solar radiation
(incoming and absorbed), longwave radiation, sensible heat, and ground
evaporation are being incorporated for automated display, with comparison to
benchmark CISM model runs, tuned regional model runs, and observational data
coming soon.
The plots to the left and below are
snapshots from one month of a fully
coupled CESM with active CISM 1.0
simulation to show the capability of
a validation software package to
automate model evaluation. The model
run is a transient 1850-2005
simulation with 1 degree resolution
atmosphere and ocean with a 5km
resolution Greenland ice sheet. The
details of the run are outlined in
Vizcaino et al. (2013).

The main page lists a suite of runs for the diagnostic
dome case and the GIS for a range of problem sizes to
exercise the scaling and efficiency of the CISM model.
One can select which cases to run within the input
script based on the system being used.
First time runs: create a benchamark by running the
job 10 times and create run stats. Then new runs are
tested against the benchmark and highlighted if the
run is outside typical or max/min behavior of the
original runs (left). If outside the defined range, then
links to data about the solver and timing files can be
investigated.

(Above) Ice sheet fraction (left), fraction of grid cell
covered by glaciers and ice caps (center) and total ice
fraction in the land component (CLM) of the CESM as
defined in the surface datasets (right).
(Left) Reference temperature (°C) from the atmosphere
component (CAM) of the CESM for January (left) and
July (right) of 1960.
Elevation contours for all plots are in black for 0,
1000, 2000, and 3000m.

Link to LIVV example

When the LIVV script is activated,
it calls a set of python modules to
run a suite of cases and creates a
website (above left) with a link to a
list of all the cases and 3 links for
each (above right) to show the
configuration information (left),
velocity solver details (right), and
plots of the results against a
benchmark solution (below).

The above file is generated when pLIVV is run for a dome and/or GIS case for a given processor size. The timing
for each portion of the run is listed for each row, and the columns show the average, max, and min for each one.

In summary, the above software infrastructure is designed for performance verification, which will determine
whether observed performance is within the range of expected performance for a given model, test case, and
computer platform. The same infrastructure can be used to support performance evaluation during model
development, intermodel performance comparisons, and performance tuning.

(Right) Mean shortwave downwelling
solar flux (FSDS) from CAM (left),
mean absorbed solar flux FSA (center)
and surface albedo (FSR) (right) for
July 1960.
(Below) Mean downwelling longwave
radiation (FLDS) from CAM (left),
mean net IR radiation (FIRA) from
CLM (right) for July 1960.

Left: performance is evaluated for a range of algorithm
parameters, indicating that performance is quite sensitive to
these parameters (and so tuning is important). It also indicates
that minimizing the iteration count in the linear and nonlinear
solver is not the only metric of importance - the serial and
parallel costs per iteration are also critical.
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Left: Performance LIVV has a hierarchical structure, and
additional detail can be displayed, for example, to determine
why performance differs from the baseline. In the figure, the
iteration count was used to illuminate some of the performance
issues. Improved user support and automation of these more
detailed studies is under development for future releases of the
pLIVV component of LIVV.

(Below) Net surface radiation (FSA-FIRA) (left),
sensible heat flux (FSH) (center), and the ground
evaporation (QSOIL) (right) from CLM for July 1960.
Elevation contours are plotted in black for 0, 1000,
2000, and 3000m.

These are a sampling of the
breadth of plots and information
to be created and presented on
the LIVV website for a given CESM
simulation. Relevant plots from all
components are presented to ID
and diagnose sensitivities and
issues with ice sheet behavior
within the coupled system.

